In this paper, we describe our Neural Machine Translation (NMT) systems for the WAT 2019 translation tasks we focus on. This year we participate in scientific paper tasks and focus on the language pair between English and Japanese. We use Transformer model through our work in this paper to explore and experience the powerful of the Transformer architecture relying on self-attention mechanism. We use different NMT toolkit/library as the implementation of training the Transformer model. For word segmentation, we use different subword segmentation strategies while using different toolkit/library. We not only give the translation accuracy obtained based on absolute position encodings that introduced in the Transformer model, but also report the the improvements in translation accuracy while replacing absolute position encodings with relative position representations. We also ensemble several independent trained Transformer models to further improve the translation accuracy.
Introduction
Machine translation (MT) is a specific task of natural language processing (NLP). It is used to automatically translate speech or text from one natural language to another natural language using translation system. In neural machine translation (NMT), different from statistical machine translation (SMT), deep learning is done using neural network technology. In the last five years, statistical machine translation is gradually fading out in favor of neural machine translation. Google translate supports over 100 languages. In November 2016, Google has switched to a neural machine translation engine for 8 languages firstly between English (to and from) and Chinese, French, German, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Spanish and Turkish 1 . By July 2017 all languages support translation to and from English by GNMT (Wu et al., 2016) .
In our work, we focus on the NMT system constructed based on the Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017 ). The Transformer model use a different neural network architecture with self-attention mechanism. Different from sequence-aligned recurrent neural networks (RNNS) or convolution, the Transformer model computes representations of a sequence by considering different positions of the sequence relying on self-attention mechanism. All NMT experiments in our work are performed by using this state-of-the-art new network architecture.
"Tensor2Tensor 2 " ) is a library for deep learning models that is widely used for NMT recently and includes the implementation of the Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) . It is used to train Transformer models and obtain the state-of-the-art translation accuracy for WMT 3 shared tasks: English-to-German and English-to-French on newstest2014 tests.
An open source for NMT and neural sequence learning, "OpenNMT 4 " has been released by the Harvard NLP group (Klein et al., 2017) , and it provides implementations in 2 popular deep learning frameworks: PyTorch 5 (OpenNMT-py 6 ) and TensorFlow 7 (Abadi et al., 2016) (OpenNMT-tf 8 ). It has been extended to support many additional models and features including the Transformer model, each implementation has its own set of features 9 . According to the needs in our experiments such as "Relative position representations" in model configuration and "Ensemble" in decoding, we choose to use "OpenNMT-py". We give the description of these two terms ("Relative position representations" and "Ensemble") in the following section.
In the last five years, two parallel corpora were released in the domain of scientific papers and patents. They are provided to promote machine translation research, including the condition of participating in the open evaluation campaign Workshop on Asian Translation (WAT) (Nakazawa et al., 2018 (Nakazawa et al., , 2019 . The first parallel corpus which provided for WAT from 2014 is the Asian Scientific Paper Excerpt Corpus (ASPEC) (Nakazawa et al., 2016) . It contains 680,000 Japanese-Chinese parallel sentences used for training and approximately 3,000,000 English-Japanese training data extracted from scientific papers. The second parallel corpus provided for WAT from 2015 is the JPO corpus, created jointly, based on an agreement between the Japan Patent Office (JPO) and NICT. In our work, we propose to train several NMT systems between English and Japanese by leveraging a part of ASPEC-JE training data and several techniques. We also compare the translation accuracy between these systems so as to significantly improve the performance of NMT in scientific and technical domain.
Section 2 further introduces the background of our NMT systems and some related work. In section 3, we present the experiments and report the results by adding each technique or combine several techniques which are described in Sec. 2. Section 4 gives the conclusion and some future work.
Translation systems 2.1 Subword segmentation
Word segmentation (tokenization), i.e., breaking sentences down into individual words (tokens), is normally treated as the first step of preprocessing for natural language processing (NLP). For English and Japanese, in our experiments, we use scripts in Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) and Juman 10 as the basic segmentation toolkits for word segmentation (tokenization), and then we perform subword segmentation to further segment words for preparing the final experimental data. Because some previous work has used subwords as a way for addressing unseen word or rare word problems in machine translation (Sennrich et al., 2016b) , reducing model size (Wu et al., 2016) , or as one of the performance of training a independent translation model (Denkowski and Neubig, 2017) so as to obtain a stronger translation system. The investigation in the relationship between the choice of using "word-based" or "subword-based" segmentation strategy and the improvement of machine translation (MT) is conducted. It is conclude that the "subword-based" segmented data and the byte pair encoding (BPE) compression algorithm (Gage, 1994 ) that the segmenter relied on is effective and affects MT performance (Sennrich et al., 2016b) .
In our experiments, we also examine the impact of "subword-based" strategy in technical and scientific domain. Because as we known, there exist a large amount technical words/terms in scientific paper and this may lead to some rare word or unknown word problems in MT. Thus, "subwordbased" segmentation strategy can be very helpful for the translation of these words. We use BPE in "OpenNMT-py" and "wordpieces" (Schuster and Nakajima, 2012; Wu et al., 2016) in "Ten-sor2Tensor".
Relative position representations
Due to the Transformer is a different neural network architecture compare with recurrent neural network (RNN) and convolutional neural network (CNN), adding position information to its inputs is necessary and crucial important in model construction. In (Shaw et al., 2018) , it is demonstrated that the way of introducing relative position representations, and instead of using absolute position encodings, using relative position representations in self-attention mechanism of the Transformer yields improvements of 1.3 BLEU and 0.3 BLEU respectively on the WMT 2014 English-to-German and English-to-French translation tasks.
In our experiments, we shall use a similar idea on ASPEC-JE tasks. In other words, we try to use absolute position encodings or relative position representations independently for training our Transformer models, but for WAT 2019 AS-PEC translation tasks: English-to-Japanese and Japanese-to-English. There exist several previous work for WAT using this method for improving translation accuracy on scientific paper tasks such as (Li et al., 2018) . Different from their experiments, we use different size of the training data and development data at least and obtain better results in English-to-Japanese translation sub-task.
Ensemble technique
Some previous work shows improvements in BLEU scores for model ensembles (Sutskever et al., 2014; Sennrich et al., 2016a) . The basic idea of ensemble technique is that training and decoding with multiple translation models. We propose to follow the idea given in (Denkowski and Neubig, 2017) , combine several techniques and imply them in ASPEC-JE shared tasks. Thus, the final technique we explore is the ensemble of multiple independently trained, averaged translation models in prediction of the test set.
Evaluation
The main metric used in our experiments for automatically evaluating the translation outputs is BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) method. All evaluation BLEU scores for translation results given in this paper are evaluated by WAT 2019 automatic evaluation system 11 .
Experiments
We train and evaluate our model on the WAT 2019 scientific paper tasks, using the ASPEC-JE dataset consisting of approximately 3,000,000 lines of sentence pairs. It worth noticing that the data contained in the ASPEC-JE training corpus are not all perfect aligned. Thus, we use the first 1,500,000 pairs of sentences with higher similarity scores which are calculated using the method given in (Utiyama and Isahara, 2007) as our training data (Train). We do not do any filtering for these sentences by length in words/tokens. All development data (Dev) and test data (Test) sets are used in performing experiments. Statistics on our experimental data sets are given in Table 1 .
First of all, we use the "Tensor2Tensor" library for training and evaluating the Transformer models. We train translation models using "transformer (big)" hyperparameter setting. For the two experiments (English-to-Japanese and Japaneseto-English) 32k "wordpieces" are broken from words. We train for 300,000 steps on 4 GPUs, it costs only about 27 hours for each experiment. During training, we save checkpoints every 1,000 steps. We average the last 8, 10 and 20 checkpoints for decoding the test set and report the best one. For evaluation, we use beam search with a beam size of 4 and length penalty α=0.6 (Wu et al., 2016) . On the English-to-Japanese and Japaneseto-English subtasks, our "Transformer (big)" models achieve BLEU scores of 42.92 (average the last 20 models) and 29.01 (average the last 10 model) respectively. Compare with the result for English-to-Japanese sub-task (BLEU=42.87) given in WAT official evaluation 12 , we obtained the similar result (BLEU=42.92) to a certain extend. But we also give the translation result for Japanese-to-English direction (BLEU=29.01) which is not given in WAT official evaluation 13 .
Except this two experiments, the following, a series of experiments are all performed using "OpenNMT-py" as shown in Table 2 , thus, we do not mention it every time.
We then measure the effect of BPE by training "word-based" and "subword-based" systems using "OpenNMT-py" with the same 1,500,000 training data (without any cleaning). All options and parameters used in "OpenNMT-py" are set refer to "transformer (big)" hyperparameter setting in "Tensor2Tensor". These two systems ("wordbased" and "subword-based") are considered as two baselines ("weak baseline" and "stronger baseline") of the following experiments. The only difference from the "weak baseline", the "stronger baseline" use BPE segmentation with 32k vocabulary both for English and Japanese. Scores for single models are averaged after training step. For using "OpenNMT-py", we average 4-6 saved models (models are saved per 10,000 steps, each experiments are trained for 160,000 steps.) with higher validation accuracy. Because we found that this may lead to better translation accuracy. As the results, compare with our "weak baseline", we improved translation accuracy by 3.2 and 2.2 BLEU points for both directions (English↔Japanese) by directly applying BPE subword segmentation strategy for English and Japanese. But we found that the big transformer model (Transformer (big) in Table 2 ) training by "Tensor2Tensor" outperforms the reported models training by "OpenNMT-py" (the fourth line in Table 2), especially for English-to-Japanese (42.92 vs. 41.91).
After that, we compare our models using absolute position (sinusoidal position encodings) to using relative position representation instead. For English-to-Japanese, this approach improved nearly 1 BLEU points (41.91→42.83) compare with the "stronger baseline". In this experiment, for Japanese-to-English, there is no improvement in BLEU even slightly decreased compare with the "stronger baseline" system (28.92 →28.86).
For English-to-Japanese, "dropout" setting, we begin with 0.3 and then change it with 0.1, for "warm-up" setting, we begin with 8,000 and then change it with 16,000, we apply the same changing for Japanese-to-English. In other words, we do not touch any other settings and perform another two groups of experiments with the same data for both directions by only modifying the "dropout" value ("dropout=0.3" ⇒ "dropout=0.1" ("warm-up=8,000")) and "warm-up" value ("warm-up=8,000" ⇒ "warm-up=16,000" ("dropout=0.3"). As the results in both direc-tions, "BPE + Relative position + dropout=0.3 + warm-up=8,000" allow us to obtain better BLEU scores compare with our "stronger baseline" system, especially for English-to-Japanese. In our experiments, translation accuracy are negatively affected by whatever changing "dropout" from 0.3 to 0.1 or "warm-up" form 8,000 to 16,000.
However, ensemble these models allow us to obtain our best BLEU scores for Englishto-Japanese and Japanese-to-English sub-tasks. Again, all of these models are independent trained, averaged models. In Table 2 , we show that combing these techniques can lead to significant improvements of over 1.85 BLEU score for Englishto-Japanese by ensembling 3 independent models, 0.79 BLEU points for Japanese-to-English translation by ensembling 4 independent models. Boldface indicates the best BLEU scores over the two baseline systems. If we compare our final results with the "weak baseline" systems, combine using the Transformer model and several introduced efficient techniques, we obtained even more significant improvements by 5 and 3 BLEU points for English-to-Japanese and Japanese-to-English respectively in scientific domain.
As we mentioned in Sec. 2.4, all evaluation BLEU scores given in Table 2 are evaluated by WAT 2019 official automatic evaluation system 14 . We published the best two BLEU scores (43.76 and 29.71 for English-to-Japanese and Japanese-to-English) obtained by ensembling models using "OpenNMT-py", as well as another two BLEU scores (42.92 and 29.01 for Englishto-Japanese and Japanese-to-English) obtained by "Tensor2Tensor" (transformer (big)).
The translation result (BLEU=42.64) 15 submitted to WAT 2019 (Nakazawa et al., 2019) for both automatic evaluation and human evaluation obtained by an English-to-Japanese translation system using "Tensor2Tensor" (transformer (big)). We do not mention that system too much because it is only a test and very first system in our experiments with "transformer (big)" setting except the "train steps" is only 131,000 (not 300,000 which allowed us to obtain BLEU=42.92).
Conclusion
The main focus of this paper is to exploit ASPEC-JE linguistic resources in technical and scientific domain and some existing technical methods to improve the translation accuracy between English and Japanese. In our experiments, we improved translation accuracy for WAT 2019 scientific paper tasks by using subword segmentation strategy, relative position representations and ensemble techniques, and tried to use the training data as small as possible without the use of any additional lexicon or additional corpus. We combined and applied several approaches and further improved the translation accuracy of English-to-Japanese and Japanese-to-English NMT by 1.85 and 0.79 BLEU scores compare with our "stronger baseline" systems, at the same time, we obtained 5 and 3 BLEU point improvements compare with our "weak baseline" systems. We found that we may obtain better translation accuracy by ensembling several independent models, even these models do not work very well independently. In future work, we propose to give in-depth analysis of where improvements obtained for translation results and give some statistics of them.
